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A B S T R A C T

Background: Deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus (STN DBS) is known to increase response speed
and lower response accuracy in Parkinson's disease (PD) patients. It has been proposed that this speed-accuracy
tradeoff is due to enhanced sensitivity of the motor system to sensory information. An alternative possibility is
that this effect is due to weakened suppressive processes. The two alternative interpretations can be tested by
analyzing the electromyographic activity (EMG) of the response agonists when the patients perform conflict
reaction time tasks. In those tasks, fast subthreshold muscle impulses often occur in the agonist of the incorrect
response. These impulses are partial errors that are suppressed before being behaviourally committed.
Material and methods: Here we analyzed the EMG of the response agonists recorded while sixteen PD patients
performed a Simon task that elicits prepotent response tendencies so as to decipher (i) whether STN DBS affects
the expression and/or suppression of subthreshold muscle impulses that are critical for action control and (ii) the
interaction between dopaminergic treatment and STN DBS. The patients were tested On and Off STN DBS and On
and Off dopaminergic medication in a full factorial design.
Results: STN DBS not only impaired the proficiency to suppress subliminal action impulses (p= 0.01) but also
favoured the muscular expression of fast incorrect impulses (p < 0.001). Dopaminergic treatment only affected
the action impulses suppression (p= 0.02) and did not change the effect of STN DBS on impulsive action control.
Conclusion: Contrary to a recent proposal, STN DBS impaired rather than improved action control by weakening
erroneous impulse suppression, whether the patients were On or Off their usual medication. These findings are
discussed in light of a recent proposal (Servant M, White C, Montagnini A, Burle B, 2015) that reconciles partial
errors with accumulation-to-bound models of decision making. Our results suggest that medication specifically
lowers the mechanical threshold while STN DBS lowers the mechanical threshold and to a lesser extent the EMG-
threshold.

1. Introduction

In Parkinson's disease (PD), deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the
subthalamic nucleus (STN) alleviates the patients' cardinal motor
symptoms and improves their quality of life (Limousin et al., 1995;
Martínez-Martín et al., 2002). However, growing evidence suggests that
this surgical treatment can increase action impulsivity defined as a

predisposition toward rapid, unplanned actions to internal or external
stimuli (Ballanger et al., 2009; for a review see Jahanshahi, 2013 and
2015). This view is consistent with the notion that STN plays a key role
in inhibition processes (for reviews, see Jahanshahi, 2013 and 2015).

Notably, this effect has been experimentally studied and modelled
in the context of the choice reaction time paradigm. There is general
agreement that STN DBS increases response speed and lowers response
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accuracy (e.g., Jahanshahi et al., 2013 and 2015). Such a speed-accu-
racy tradeoff that is thought to reflect an increase in action impulsivity
is captured by the quantitative model of Wiecki and Frank (2013). This
model is based on the drift diffusion principle (Ratcliff, 1978) according
to which information processing is amenable to a gradual process based
on the accumulation of information over time, a given overt response
being emitted as soon as the accumulation reaches a decision threshold.
Recent intra-cerebral recordings in PD patients support the notion that
STN mediates this decision threshold's modulation: STN low-frequency
oscillatory activity predicts adjustments of decision thresholds before
subjects make a response (Herz et al., 2016, 2017). According to Wiecki
and Frank (2013), by reducing STN outputs to the pallidum resulting in
a lower inhibition of the thalamus, DBS would lower the decision
threshold thereby increasing response speed, but also lowering response
accuracy. As a consequence, STN DBS yields impulsive behaviours.

Wylie et al. (2010) adopted a behavioral approach to address STN
DBS effects on action impulsivity in PD. These authors used the Simon
task that provides experimental contexts for analyzing how irrelevant
external stimulus information elicits response impulses that interfere
with goal-directed actions. In the most common version of the Simon
task, the participants choose between a left- and a right-hand key press
according to the color of a visual stimulus presented a few degrees ei-
ther to the left or the right of a central fixation point. The performance
expressed both in terms of error rate and mean reaction time is better
when the required response corresponds spatially to the irrelevant sti-
mulus location (congruent association) than when it does not corre-
spond (incongruent association), reflecting an automatic activation of
the response ipsilateral to the stimulus. Wylie et al. (2010) showed that
in the Simon task, the speed-accuracy tradeoff induced by STN DBS is
specifically due to an increase in the occurrence of fast overt choice
errors for incongruent associations. This finding led them to conclude
that this treatment increases the capture of the patients' motor system
by impulses triggered by the irrelevant stimulus location (see
Ridderinkhof, 2002). Moreover, Wylie et al. observed that for correct
trials, the size of the interference on RT decreased as response speed
slowed, and concluded that STN DBS improves inhibitory control over
involuntary response tendencies on correct trials (see Ridderinkhof,
2002).

Note that these interpretations only hold if the amount of fast errors
is solely determined by the strength of the response capture. Recent
data, however, suggests that it might also be affected by corrective
processes (see e.g. Spieser et al., 2015). Many correct response trials
contain subthreshold muscle activity in the incorrect hand, a so-called
partial EMG error (Hasbroucq et al., 1999; Burle et al., 2002). While
reflecting impulsive response capture, such partial EMG errors are
suppressed before being committed behaviourally. Hence, an increase
in fast overt response errors may also be due to a reduced capacity to
overcome response capture (see Spieser et al., 2015). Note that Wiecki
and Frank's (2013) model and all its formal cognates (e.g., Ratcliff and
Smith, 2004, Hübner et al., 2010, White et al., 2011) assume that motor
activity is engaged in an all-or-none fashion once the decision threshold
is reached, an assumption contradicted by the mere occurrence of
partial EMG errors. To reconcile accumulation-to-bound model with
partial errors, Servant et al. (2015) introduced an EMG-threshold,
above which EMG activity is produced. The EMG-threshold being lower
than the mechanical overt response threshold leaves space for correc-
tion to occur (see also Burle et al., 2008). One way to probe the relative
positions of the two thresholds is to fractionate the reaction time based
on EMG into the “pre-motor time” (from stimulus onset to EMG onset)
and the “motor time” (between EMG onset and recorded mechanical
response) (Hasbroucq et al., 1995). Importantly, adding constraints
based on the observed EMG pattern allows distinguishing models that
make virtually identical predictions based on behavior (Servant et al.,
2015).

We anticipate that studying EMG activity according to the approach
outlined above will improve our understanding of Parkinsonian

pathophysiology (Fluchère et al., 2015). Here, we combined behavioral
methods with EMG analyses to study the influence of STN DBS on the
expression and suppression of incorrect action impulses. Based on EMG
activity, three categories of trials were distinguished: (i) pure correct
trials, i.e., without response-related EMG activity in the incorrect hand;
(ii) partial error trials, i.e., trials on which subthreshold but transient
muscle activity in the incorrect hand precedes the correct response; and
(iii) incorrect trials, associated with an incorrect overt response
(Hasbroucq et al., 1999). A higher incidence of incorrect response ac-
tivations (including both overt errors and partial EMG errors) indicates
increased impulse expression (Hasbroucq et al., 2009). Of particular
interest is the so-called correction ratio; the ratio between the number of
partial EMG errors and the number of incorrect activations, re-
presenting the ability to suppress covert incorrect response impulses to
prevent overt errors (Burle et al., 2002). Lower correction ratios reflect
less proficient suppression of impulsive errors. By analyzing EMG ac-
tivity during performance of the Simon task that requires overriding
erroneous response tendencies, we could assess the effects of STN DBS
and dopaminergic treatment on two components of action impulsivity
(DeYoung, 2011) that are otherwise not dissociable: expression and
suppression of subthreshold impulsive errors. This leads to the fol-
lowing predictions. If STN DBS increases the expression of impulses, it
should increase the number of incorrect activations (sum of full per-
formance errors and of partial EMG errors). In contrast, if STN DBS
impairs impulse suppression (Frank et al., 2007; Ballanger et al., 2009)
as does PD patients' medication (Fluchère et al., 2015), it should de-
crease the correction ratio.

Finally, as noted by Wylie et al. (2010), the interaction between STN
DBS and dopaminergic treatment has not yet been studied empirically.
The second aim of the present study was to address this issue by ana-
lyzing the performance and EMG activity of PD patients On and Off STN
DBS and On and Off dopaminergic medication in a full factorial design.
The factorial design of the present study might reveal interactions be-
tween this surgical treatment and the patient's dopaminergic medica-
tion on action control.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Subjects

Sixteen patients (four women) with idiopathic PD who had been
treated successfully with STN DBS participated in this study. The de-
mographic characteristics, usual medication, STN DBS settings and
clinical data of the patients are presented in Tables 1, 2. All gave
written informed consent according to the convention of Helsinki and
the study was approved by the local research ethics committee. The
electrodes (model 3389, Medtronic, Inc. Minneapolis) were implanted
bilaterally. Details concerning the neurosurgical procedure have been
published elsewhere (Fluchère et al., 2014). Thirteen patients were
right-handed and three were left-handed, according to the Edinburgh
Handedness inventory (Oldfield, 1971). Age varied between 46 and 76
years (M =64 years, SD =8 years). The mean disease duration was 13
years (SD =5 years). The stimulation parameters and medication do-
sage were individually set in order to achieve optimal therapeutic ef-
fects.

Neuropsychological (Mini-Mental State Examination and Mattis
scale) and mood (Beck Depression Inventory II) tests were performed to
exclude patients with significant cognitive impairments or major de-
pressive syndrome. As recommended by the Movement Disorder
Society Task Force, the cutoff of 26 out of 30, 136 out of 144, and 20
out of 62 were used respectively for the MMSE, the Mattis scale, and for
the Beck Depression Inventory. Impulse control disorders were also
screened by a specific interview performed by a psychiatric specialized
in movement disorders and by the Modified Minnesota Impulsive
Disorders Interview (Christenson et al., 1994). None of the included
patients had this kind of trouble at the time of the study. The other
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exclusion criteria were history of other neurological disorders, dys-
chromatopsia, uncorrected visual impairment, severe and disabling
dyskinesia or tremor.

2.2. Task

The patients performed a common visual version of the Simon task
in which they were to choose between a left- and a right-hand key press
according to the color (green/red) of a visual stimulus presented a few

Table 1
Demographic characteristics, levodopa equivalent daily dose, and STN DBS settings of the patients.

Patients Gender Age (years) PD duration / Delay post surgery (years) Hoehn and Yahr stage (Off / On) LEDD (mg) STN DBS settings

Rate(Hz)/Pulse width (µs)/ Voltage(V)

Right electrode Left Electrode

1 M 57 7 / 1 2.5 / 2.5 350 130 Hz / 60 µs / 2,8 V 130 Hz / 60 µs / 2,8 V
2 M 61 12 / 5 2 / 1 1000 130 Hz / 60 µs / 2,7 V 130 Hz / 60 µs / 3,2 V
3 M 55 21 / 5 3 / 2.5 700 130 Hz / 60 µs / 3 V 130 Hz / 60 µs / 2,3 V
4 M 65 9 / 1 2.5 / 1 600 185 Hz / 60 µs / 2,8 V 185 Hz / 60 µs / 1,8 V
5 W 66 23 / 5 2 / 2 530 130 Hz / 60 µs / 3 V 130 Hz / 60 µs / 3 V
6 M 70 10 / 3 3 / 3 600 130 Hz / 60 µs / 2,8 V 130 Hz / 60 µs / 2,4 V
7 M 66 16 / 5 2.5 / 2 600 130 Hz / 60 µs / 3,3 V 130 Hz / 60 µs / 3 V
8 M 62 9 / 1 2 / 2 500 190 Hz / 60 µs / 2,8 V 190 Hz / 60 µs / 2,4 V
9 M 69 18 / 5 3 / 3 950 130 Hz / 60 µs / 3 V 130 Hz / 60 µs / 3 V
10 M 66 14 / 3 3 / 2 970 130 Hz / 60 µs / 3 V 130 Hz / 60 µs / 2,9 V
11 W 57 8 / 1 3 / 1 250 170 Hz / 60 µs / 3,1 V 170 Hz / 60 µs / 2,5 V
12 M 72 16 / 3 3 / 2.5 500 130 Hz / 60 µs / 2,8 V 130 Hz / 60 µs / 2,6 V
13 W 69 14 / 1 3 / 2 450 130 Hz / 60 µs / 2,5 V 130 Hz / 60 µs / 2,5 V
14 W 76 13 / 5 2.5 / 2.5 950 130 Hz / 60 µs / 2,7 V 130 Hz / 60 µs / 3 V
15 M 46 11 / 2 2 / 0 400 190 Hz / 90 µs / 2,4 V 190 Hz / 90 µs / 3 V
16 M 67 10 / 0.6 2 / 0 800 130 Hz / 60 µs / 2,5 V 130 Hz / 60 µs / 2,5 V

Sixteen patients (4 women) with idiopathic Parkinson's disease were tested in this study. They were treated with STN DBS for at least 6 months (M =3 years, SD =2
years), associated with an oral dopaminergic treatment (levodopa ± dopaminergic agonist). All patients exhibited a clinically effective and stable response to STN
DBS and ambulated independently. They were aged between 46 and 76 years (M =64 years, SD =8 years), the mean disease duration was 13 years (SD =5 years),
and the mean delay post-surgery was 3 years (SD =2 years). Three patients were left-handed. The stimulation parameters and medication dosage were established in
order to achieve the best therapeutic effect for each patient. Patients no. 4, 8, 11, 15 were stimulated at very high frequency due to important tremor.
M =man; W =woman; PD =Parkinson's disease; DPS =delay post-surgery; LEDD: levodopa equivalent daily dose.

Table 2
Clinical data of the patients.

Patients UPDRS III (/108) Motor improvement due to STN DBS only (%) MMSE (/30) MATTIS (/144) BECK DEPRESSION INVENTORY (/63)

STN DBS On STN DBS Off

Med On Med Off Med On Med Off

1 4 5 8 14 64 30 144 1
2 5 11 19 39 72 29 143 7
3 12 17 37 38 55 29 139 20
4 6 16 24 37 57 28 142 6
5a 20 24 30 55 56 25 136 8
6 15 22 28 29 24 28 140 6
7 10 19 23 41 54 29 138 18
8 5 5 23 28 82 30 143 6
9 3 10 28 58 83 29 138 4
10 8 13 21 30 57 29 134 12
11 6 13 16 23 43 29 144 8
12 3 5 17 28 82 28 141 7
13 2 8 16 17 53 29 139 10
14a 8 19 21 32 41 29 134 5
15 8 8 58 70 89 30 144 20
16 2 3 7 13 77 26 137 17
Mean 7*,‡ 12** 24*** 35 62 29 140 10
Range 2–20 3–24 7–58 13–70 24–89 25–30 132–144 1–20

BDI =Beck Depression Inventory; Mattis: Mattis scale; Med Off =Off medication condition; Med On =On medication condition; MMSE =Mini-Mental State
Examination; UPDRS = Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale.
* : p value between UPDRS III (STN DBS Off- Med Off) and (STN DBS On- Med On) = <0.001.
** : p value between UPDRS III (STN DBS Off- Med Off) and (STN DBS On- Med Off) = <0.001.
*** : p value between UPDRS III (STN DBS Off- Med Off) and (STN DBS Off- Med On) = <0.001.
‡ : p value between UPDRS III (STN DBS On - Med Off) and (STN DBS On - Med On) =0.01.
a : patients with one of the two global cognitive tests below the usual cut-off of cognitive impairment for PD patients. These 2 patients were however considered

with no significant cognitive deterioration since the other test was in the normal range. These differences of results were interpreted as a consequence of low socio-
educational level.
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degrees either to the left or the right of a central fixation point (Fig. 1).
Performance, both in terms of error rates and mean reaction time, is
better when the required response corresponds spatially to the irrele-
vant stimulus location (congruent association) than when it does not
correspond (incongruent association). More details about the apparatus
are available in Supplementary Doc.1.

2.3. Procedure and design

Each trial started with the blue fixation point lighting up. One
second later, one of the two lateral bicolor diodes illuminated either in
green or in red. The color and location of the stimuli were un-
predictable. The patient was instructed to press the right or the left
force sensor depending on the color of the stimulus as fast and as ac-
curately as possible. The response extinguished the fixation point and
the response signal, marking the end of the trial. If the response was not
given within 1.5 s after stimulus onset, the trial ended the same way.
The next trial started after 1.5 s. The trials were presented in blocks of
64, in which each type of stimulus was equiprobable. Each experi-
mental session comprised of 6 blocks of 64 trials and lasted 20–25min.
Between blocks, the patient was provided with a few minutes of rest.
The patients received an initial training session (one block of 64 trials)
before being tested on four experimental sessions. The task was con-
sidered as correctly learned when few errors was made (< 10%), and
when patients were sufficiently relaxed to limit EMG noise. The four
experimental sessions were spread over two days. Each day corre-
sponded to the medication status (On or Off). On each day, patients
completed the experiment both On and Off DBS. The experiment thus
included the four conditions of the full factorial design: OffMedication/
Off DBS, Off Medication/On DBS, On Medication/Off DBS, On
Medication/On DBS. A one hour break followed after switching DBS On
or Off The On Medication condition corresponded to the patient's reg-
ular medication intake (levodopa ± dopaminergic agonists), and the
experimental session was performed during the “best On” of each pa-
tient. The “best On” state refears to the moment where the motor
clinical state of the patient was the best. It was generally between one
and two hours after the regular dopaminergic treatment intake. The Off
Medication condition was run after an overnight withdrawal of all
dopaminergic treatment (for at least 12 h). Color-response mapping
instructions were counterbalanced across patients, as well as treatment
modalities. Eight patients were instructed to press the left force sensor
when the stimulus was green, and the right force sensor when the

stimulus was red. The other 8 patients received the reverse mapping
instructions. In each of these two groups, half of the patients started in
the Off medication condition. Half of these patients performed the first
experimental session On DBS, the second half started Off stimulation.
The others performed the sessions in reverse order. Counterbalancing of
DBS sessions was similar for the eight patients that started On medi-
cation.

2.4. Signal recordings and processing

The EMG activity of the flexor pollicis brevis was recorded bipolarly
with surface Ag-AgCl electrodes, 6 mm in diameter, fixed about 10mm
apart on the skin of the thenar eminence. The EMG activity was am-
plified (gain 5000), the sampling rate was 1024 Hz (Filters: DC to
268 Hz, 3 dB/octave). The EMG signal was continuously monitored by
the experimenter to prevent background activity in order to facilitate
the EMG onset detection. If the signal became noisy due to tonic muscle
activity, the experimenter immediately asked the patient to relax his
(her) hand muscles.

The recorded EMG signals were first off-line high-pass filtered at
10 Hz and then inspected visually. The EMG onsets were hand scored
because human pattern recognition processes are superior to automated
algorithms. Although automated algorithms can be useful (e.g., Hodges
and Bui, 1996; Van Boxtel et al., 1993) the ultimate standard, against
which the accuracy of the different algorithms is rated, remains visual
inspection (see Staude, 2001). To overcome subjective influence on the
scoring, the experimenter who processed the signals was blind to the
type of associations (congruent, incongruent), medication status (On,
Off) or DBS status (On, Off) to which the traces corresponded.

2.5. Data analysis

Besides mean RT and error rate, we also performed distribution
analyzes of those variables for comparison with data in the literature
(Wylie et al., 2010). Reaction Time for correct responses were vincen-
tized in 7 bins (Ratcliff, 1978) and the differences between incongruent
and congruent trials was computed for each bin. These differences were
plotted as a function of the mean reaction time of each bin. Distribution
analysis for accuracy (the so-called “Conditional Accuracy Functions”)
are constructed with the same logic, with the following differences:
both correct and erroneous trails are vincentized together in 7 bins, and
for each bin, the proportion of correct response is computed.

Fig. 1. Simon task. Participants were instructed to press
the left button in response to a red light and a right button
in response to a green light (dashed line). Responses are
also automatically driven by the irrelevant stimulus loca-
tion, as indicated by the solid line. For congruent asso-
ciations, both relevant (i.e. color) and irrelevant (i.e. lo-
cation) stimulus attributes activate the correct action. On
incongruent associations, the irrelevant attribute activates
an incorrect response, which interferes with the im-
plementation of the correct response. IA = Incorrect
Activations; C =Congruent Condition; IC = Incongruent
Condition.
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Besides mean reaction time, additional chronometric variables ex-
tracted from EMG were analyzed in the present study; they are illu-
strated in Fig. 2. Reaction time was measured from stimulus onset to the
mechanical response. It was fractionated into two sub-intervals: from
stimulus to EMG onset (pre-motor time) and between EMG onset and
mechanical response defined at the force threshold crossing (motor
time).

Recording EMG in such tasks reveals partial EMG errors, that are
small bursts of EMG activity in the incorrect response effector preceding
that of the correct response effector. Importantly, to be differentiated
from a tonic activity and to be classified as a partial EMG error, the
EMG signal deflection was to be phasic and return to baseline (rest)
level before the onset of the response-related EMG activity in the cor-
rect hand.

Besides counting their occurrence, several additional variables can
be extracted from these partial EMG errors. The correction time is de-
fined as the interval separating partial EMG error onset from the EMG
activity involved in the required response. The Correction Ratio is de-
fined as:

= +Correction Ratio Npe/(Npe Ner)

where Npe reflects the number of partial EMG errors and Ner the
number of overt errors. In other words, the Correction Ratio reflects the
number of corrected incorrect activations divided by the overall
number of incorrect activations (corrected or not).

In order to assess the dynamics of impulse expression, distribution
analysis was also applied to EMG activities. All EMG activities, both
correct and incorrect ones, and the one leading to partial or overt errors
were put together and vincentized. For each bin the proportion of
correct activations was computed (see Ramdani et al., 2015). This
provides the probability that the first EMG activity occurs on the correct
hand, as a function of the latency of this EMG activity, irrespective of a
possible subsequent correction. They will be termed EMG-CAF in the
following. Functionally speaking, they reflect the temporal dynamics of
impulse expression at the muscular level, irrespective of the successful
suppression of erroneous impulses in partial EMG error trials.

The ANOVAs reported in the next section involved Congruency of
the stimulus-response association (congruent, incongruent), STN DBS
(On, Off), and Medication (On, Off) as within-subject variables. For the

Conditional Accuracy Functions and EMG-Conditional Accuracy
Functions analyses, the Bin (1–7) was added as a fourth factor in the
ANOVA. Proportions (errors, partial EMG errors, incorrect activations
rates, Correction Ratio) were subjected to arcsine transformation so as
to stabilize their variance before being submitted ANOVAs (see Winer,
1971, p. 221). However, even if this transformation improves normality
of the data, normality can still be violated, especially in the case of
CAFs where many cells of the design saturate at 1 (especially for higher
bins). Although ANOVA is known to be very robust to normality as-
sumption, we complemented all the necessary analyses by permutation
tests (N permutations = 1000, with the 'ez' package, version 4.4.0, R
version 3.2.3, running on linux). The associated p values will be re-
ported in parenthesis after the canonical ANOVA. Effect sizes were es-
timated by the generalized eta square (ƞ2G, Olejnik and Algina, 2003) as
it is best suited for within-participant designs (Bakeman, 2005). In case
of sphericity assumption violation, degrees of freedom were therefore
corrected using Huyn-felt estimates of sphericity (ε) (Huynh and Feldt,
1976); ε and p-value after correction are reported for significant effect.

3. Results

We will first present the results obtained based on common beha-
vioral measures of performance on the Simon task: mean reaction time,
accuracy rate, and Conditional Accuracy Functions. Second, we will
present the EMG results. This “EMG augmented analysis” includes both
frequency data (proportion of different types of trials and Correction
Ratio) and chronometric data (pre-motor time, motor time, partial error
latencies and correction time).

Omissions were low and occurred on 0.89% of the trials and were
discarded from further analysis.

3.1. Classical behavioral measures

3.1.1. Mean Reaction Time for all correct trials
The results are presented in Fig. 3A. Mean reaction time was shorter

for congruent (648ms) than for incongruent (699ms) associations, F
(1,15) = 79.61, p < 0.001, ƞg2 = 0.03. Mean reaction time was
shorter when DBS was On (628ms) than when it was Off (718ms), F
(1,15) = 13.45, p < 0.001, ƞg2 = 0.07, and when patients were On

Fig. 2. EMG records and chronometric measures. A: Traces recorded during a partial EMG error trial showing the electromyographic activity of the agonists of the
two responses as a function of time (in ms) from stimulus onset (time 0). Lower trace: correct activity. Upper trace: incorrect activity. RT = reaction time (from
stimulus onset to the correct mechanical recorded response); PMT =Premotor Time (from stimulus onset to EMG onset in the muscle involved in the correct
response); MT =Motor Time (from EMG onset in the muscle involved in the correct response to the correct mechanical recorded response); PEL = partial EMG error
latency (from stimulus onset to EMG onset, if any, in the muscle involved in the incorrect response); CT = correction time (from EMG onset in the muscle involved in
the incorrect response to EMG onset in the muscle involved in the correct response). In contrast to tremor which causes tonic rhythmic pulses, partial EMG errors
consist of single phasic bursts. B: Example of a trial discarded because of intercurrent muscle twitches due to tremor on the upper trace (within ellipses). The lower
trace displays the EMG activity involved in a response. Note that discarded trials were rare (2,91%), which is compatible with clinical observations that tremor and
dystonia disappear when PD patients engage in a task.
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medication (654ms) than when they were Off medication (692ms), F
(1,15) = 7.73, p < 0.01, ƞg2 = 0.01. There was no significant inter-
action between any of the factors, with all Fs< 1.

3.1.2. Accuracy
The results are presented in Fig. 3B. Accuracy rate of overt re-

sponses was higher for congruent (98.49%) than for incongruent
(96.50%) associations, F(1,15) = 11.91, p < 0.001, ƞg2 = 0.07,
(permutation analysis, p < 0.01). It was lower when DBS was On
(96.69%) than when it was Off (98.29%), F(1,15) = 6.85, p=0.02, ƞg2
= 0.05 (permutation analysis, p= 0.01) and tended to be lower when
medication was On (96.83%) than when it was Off (98,16%), F(1,15)
= 3.38, p=0.09, ƞg2 = 0.03 (permutation analysis, p= 0.04). Since
the direction of this effect was expected on the basis of Fluchère et al.
(2015), it was assessed using a one-sided, two-paired Student's t-test.
This comparison reached significance, t(15) = 1.95; p < 0.05, re-
plicating the results of Fluchère et al. (2015). Finally, there was a
marginally significant interaction between Congruency and STN DBS,
suggesting that the effect of STN DBS tends to be larger for incongruent
than for congruent associations, F(1,15)= 4.1, p=0.06, ƞg2 = 0.01
(permutation analysis, p= 0.03). No other interaction between any of
the factors approached significance, with lowest p-value =0.26 (per-
mutation analysis, lowest p-value =0.24).

3.1.3. Conditional accuracy functions
Examination of Fig. 4 suggests that the effect of congruency on overt

response accuracy is not homogeneous as a function of reaction time.
This pattern was assessed by adding the factor “Bin” into the ANOVA
and evaluating the interactions terms. The difference in accuracy be-
tween incongruent and congruent associations was more pronounced
for the fastest responses and vanished as response latency increased:
interaction Bin x Congruency: F(6,90) = 11.43, ε=0,51, p < 0.001,
ƞg2 = 0.04, permutation analysis, p < 0.01. This interaction was
modulated by STN DBS (interaction Bin x DBS STN x Congruency: F
(6,90) = 3.79, ε=0,44, p= 0.02, ƞg2 = 0.01, permutation analysis,
p= 0.03). The drop in accuracy for fast responses was much larger for
the incongruent associations when DBS was On replicating the finding
of Wylie et al. (2010), Fig. 3. All other interactions between any of the
factors did not reach significance level, with lowest p-value = 0.20
(permutation analysis, lowest p-value =0.22).

3.1.4. Delta-plots analyses
Besides Conditional Accuracy Functions, Wylie et al. (2010) also

analyzed the dynamics of the interference effect as a function of reac-
tion time duration. This is done by computing the size of the Simon
effect on RT for each bin, and plotting these values as a function of the
mean reaction time of the Bin (see Supplementary Fig. 1). It is common
practice to compute the slopes of those delta plots and enter them in the

Fig. 3. Classical behavioral measures. A: Mean Reaction Time (ms, ordinate) of all the correct responses in the four conditions as a function of the type of Stimulus
- Response Association (Congruent versus Incongruent, Abscissa). Vertical bars indicate SEs. (black circles: DBS Off, white circles: DBS On / solid line: Medication Off,
dashed line: Medication On). B: Mean accuracy rate (%, ordinate) in the four conditions as a function of Stimulus - Response Association (Congruent versus
Incongruent, Abscissa). Vertical bars indicate SEs.

Fig. 4. Conditional Accuracy Functions. The accuracy rate (in ordinate) is represented as a function of reaction time (in abscissa, ms), with STN DBS Off (left panel)
and STN DBS On (right panel). Vertical bars indicate SEs. Cong =Congruent association; Incong = Incongruent association.
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ANOVA. As in Wylie et al. (2010), we entered 7 bins into the analysis.
The ANOVA on the slope including Medication, STN DBS and Bin only
revealed a marginal interaction between STN DBS and Bin (F(5,75)
= 2.16, ε=1.08, p=0.07, ƞg2 = 0.02), indicating that the last slope
tended to be more negative when DBS is On, in agreement with the data
of Wylie et al. (2010). Overall, on overt behavioral data, the present
data replicate Wylie et al. (2010). We can hence proceed to EMG
analysis.

3.2. EMG augmented measures

Due to tonic activity, tremor, and EMG bursts recorded from re-
sponse agonist preceding the contraction involved in the response,
2.91% of the trials were discarded from the analyses (an example of a
discarded trial is provided in Fig. 2B).

3.2.1. Pure correct trials
3.2.1.1. Motor time. Motor time was not influenced by the type of
stimulus-response association, F(1,15)< 1. Both STN DBS (On: 197ms,
Off: 258ms, F(1,15) = 16.82, p < 0.001, ƞg2 = 0.12) and Medication
(On: 214ms, Off: 241ms, F(1,15) = 24.4, p < 0.001, ƞg2 = 0.03)
shortened motor time. The two effects were additive as there was no
significant interaction between any of the factors, with all
Fs< 1(Fig. 5).

3.2.1.2. Premotor time. Pre-motor time was shorter for congruent
(404ms) than for incongruent (447ms) associations, F(1,15)
= 63.30, p < 0.001, ƞg2 = 0.04, and when STN DBS was On
(408ms) than when it was Off (443ms), F(1,15) = 5.50, p= 0.03,
ƞg2 = 0.02. In contrast, pre-motor time was not affected by Medication,
F(1,15)< 1. There was no significant interaction between any of the
factors, with all Fs< 1 (Fig. 5). The effect of medication on reaction
time hence exclusively affected the motor time.

3.2.2. Incorrect activation trials (overt and partial EMG errors)
3.2.2.1. Incorrect activation rate. Incorrect activations were more
frequent for incongruent (32.03%) than for congruent trials (14.65%),
F(1,15) = 85.91, p < 0.001, ƞg2 = 0.39 (permutation analysis,
p < 0.01). Incorrect activations also tended to be more frequent
when DBS was On (24.76%) than when it was Off (21.92%), F(1,15)
= 3.64, p=0.08, ƞg2 = 0.02 (permutation analysis, p= 0.06). There
was no effect of Medication, F< 1 (permutation analysis, p= 0.71).
There was no significant interaction between any of the factors, with
lowest p-value = 0.12 (permutation analysis, lowest p-value =0.07)
(Fig. 6A).

3.2.2.2. Correction ratio. There was no main effect of Congruency, F

(1,15)< 1. Correction Ratio was reduced when DBS was On (87.94%)
than it was Off (92.17%), F(1,15) = 7.88, p= 0.01, ƞg2 = 0.03
(permutation analysis, p < 0.01), and when the patients were taking
their medication (87.07%) than after withdrawal (93.04%), F (1,15)
= 7.35, p=0.02, ƞg2 = 0.06 (permutation analysis, p= 0.03). There
was no significant interaction between any of the factors, with lowest p-
value = 0.19 (permutation analysis, lowest p-value = 0.39) (Fig. 6B).

3.2.2.3. Partial error latency and correction time. Results are available in
the Supplementary Doc.2.

3.2.2.4. EMG-Conditional accuracy functions. The EMG-Conditional
Accuracy Functions plotted in Fig. 7 seem very similar across STN
DBS and Medication conditions, suggesting that neither factors affect
them, in clear contrast with Fig. 4 where STN DBS increased fastest
incongruent overt errors. Statistical analysis confirmed this impression.
The Congruency effect was large for the fastest responses and
progressively vanished as the latency of the activation increased, F
(6,90) = 41.22, ε=0.36, p < 0.001, ƞg2 = 0.20 (permutation
analysis, p < 0.01). No significant interaction between the factor Bin
and any of other factors reached significance level, all Fs< 1
(permutation analysis, lowest, p-value= 0.13).

4. Discussion

The aim of the present study was to assess the effects of STN DBS
and the interaction with dopaminergic medication on action im-
pulsivity in PD patients. By analyzing EMG activity during performance
on the Simon task that requires overriding erroneous response ten-
dencies, we could assess these effects on two components of action
impulsivity (DeYoung, 2011) otherwise indissociable: expression and
suppression of subthreshold impulsive errors. In what follows, we first
comment the results obtained by traditional analyses of behavioral
data. We then discuss how our augmented EMG measures help under-
stand 1) the interpretation of traditional behavioral data, 2) the nature
of the impulsivity observed in PD patients, and 3) basal ganglia func-
tions in action selection and control, and on their modeling.

4.1. Traditional behavioral measures

It is relevant to note that in PD patients, whatever STN DBS or
medication condition, the behavioral results classically reported in
healthy participants were replicated. First, performance, expressed both
in terms of accuracy rate and reaction time, was better for congruent
than for incongruent stimulus-response associations. This indicates that
in PD patients, like in healthy subjects, the irrelevant spatial corre-
spondence between the stimulus location and the response location
interferes with voluntary action control (Wylie et al., 2010). Second,
both STN DBS and dopaminergic treatment induced a speed-accuracy
tradeoff. PD patients reacted faster and committed more overt errors
when STN DBS was On than when it was Off, thereby replicating several
previous clinical studies (Hershey et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2005;
Van den Wildenberg et al., 2006a, 2006b; Wylie et al., 2010). Patients
also reacted faster and made more errors when they were On than when
they were Off their usual dopaminergic treatment, thus replicating the
data reported by Fluchère et al. (2015). In terms of the models by Frank
et al. (2007) and Wiecki and Frank (2013), this is in line with the notion
that both treatments reduce the STN outputs to the thalamus, lowering
the response threshold formalized in the drift diffusion model (Ratcliff
et al., 1978) and allowing fast impulsive erroneous responses to occur.
This interpretation further satisfactorily accounts for the behavioral
effects of STN DBS on performance in a stop-signal task reported by
Obeso et al. (2014). We must acknowledge that with respect to dopa-
minergic medication, this interpretation should be further documented
since the only evidence comes from the present study and from a pre-
vious study of our group (Fluchère et al., 2015; but also Wylie et al.,

Fig. 5. Reaction Time Fractioning: Mean Premotor and Motor Time.
Latencies (ms, ordinate): Mean Premotor Time (top) and Mean Motor Time
(bottom) in the four condition as a function of the type of Stimulus - Response
Association (Congruent versus Incongruent, Abscissa). Vertical bars indicate
SEs. (black circles: DBS Off, white circles symbols: DBS On / solid line:
Medication Off, dashed line: Medication On).
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2012).
Importantly, as demonstrated by Wylie et al. (2010), the speed-ac-

curacy tradeoff induced by STN DBS was not homogeneously dis-
tributed over time: STN DBS specifically increased the occurrence of
fast overt errors for incongruent associations. According to the authors,
fast response errors reflect the capture of the motor system by in-
voluntary action impulses, a capture reflected in the ratio between
correct and erroneous fast responses. Since for incongruent associa-
tions, STN DBS increased the occurrence of fast error responses, Wylie
et al. concluded that stimulation increases the capture of the patients'
motor system by impulses triggered by the irrelevant stimulus location,
hence leading to more impulsive fast errors for incongruent associa-
tions. This interpretation only holds if the amount of fast errors is solely
driven by the strength of the response capture. Recent EMG data,
however, suggests that it might also be affected by corrective processes
(see e.g. Spieser et al., 2015). Such an interpretation is further con-
tradicted by the observation that many correct response trials contain
subthreshold muscle activity in the incorrect hand, a so called partial
EMG error (Hasbroucq et al., 1999; Burle et al., 2002). Indeed, while
reflecting impulsive response capture, such partial EMG errors have
been suppressed before being behaviourally committed. Hence, an in-
crease in the frequency of fast overt errors may also be due to a reduced
capacity to correct impulsive response capture (see Spieser et al., 2015

for related matter). Note that Wiecki and Frank's (2013) model and all
its formal cognates (e.g., Ratcliff and Smith, 2004, Hübner et al., 2010,
White et al., 2011) do assume that motor activity is engaged in an all-
or-none fashion once the decision threshold is reached, an assumption
contradicted by the mere occurrence of partial errors.

Medication also induced a speed-accuracy tradeoff. In contrast to
that of STN DBS, this effect seemed to be homogeneously distributed:
accuracy was lowered by this treatment irrespective of reaction time.
This speed-accuracy is not attributable to an increase of fast errors for
incongruent associations and cannot therefore be interpreted in terms
of increased response capture (Ridderinkhof, 2002).

4.2. Augmented measures with EMG

Recording EMG activity in patients first allowed to fractionate the
global reaction time into two intervals: from stimulus onset to EMG
onset (pre-motor time) and from EMG onset to mechanical response
(motor time). This fractioning proved useful to clarify the impact of the
two treatments on action control. Indeed, both STN DBS and medica-
tion shortened reaction time. Based on behavioral observation, one may
conclude that the effect of the two treatments on the underlying re-
sponse processes are similar. Reaction time fractioning provides a very
different picture: while DBS affected both pre-motor time and motor

Fig. 6. Mean Incorrect Activation Rate and Correction Ratio. A: Percentage (%, ordinate) of all incorrect activations in the four conditions as a function of the
type of Stimulus - Response Association (Congruent versus Incongruent, Abscissa). Vertical bars indicate SEs. B: Correction ratio (%, ordinate) in the four conditions
as a function of the type of Stimulus - Response Association (Congruent versus Incongruent, Abscissa). Vertical bars indicate SEs. Tables indicate mean values for each
of these rates as a function of STN DBS state (upper row) and as a function of medication state (lower row). There was no interaction between STN DBS and
dopaminergic treatment.

Fig. 7. EMG – Conditional Accuracy Functions. The proportion of pure correct activations (in ordinate) is represented as a function of the premotor time (in
abscissa, ms) when STN DBS is Off (left planel) and when STN DBS is On (right planel). Incorrect activations are associated with the shortest latencies on incongruent
associations. Vertical bars indicate SEs. Cong =Congruent association; Incong = Incongruent association.
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time, medication specifically affected motor time, leaving pre-motor
time unaffected. Hence, EMG analysis allows to differentiate effects that
are apparently similar on overt behavior. It is interesting to note that in
healthy subjects, levodopa shortens not only pre-motor time (Rihet
et al., 2002) but also motor time (Hasbroucq et al., 2003).

The EMG activity of the patients further led us to distinguish three
trial categories: full overt errors, partial EMG errors, and correct re-
sponses. As for healthy subjects, incorrect activations were more fre-
quent for incongruent than for congruent associations, thereby directly
reflecting response capture or, in other words, the EMG expression of
impulses triggered by the irrelevant stimulus location (Hasbroucq et al.,
2009). As in healthy participants this effect was not homogeneously
distributed over time. Congruency essentially affected the fastest in-
correct activations and its influence vanished as the latency of incorrect
activations increased. This temporal dynamics shows that early during
the reaction time interval, for incongruent associations, the irrelevant
stimulus location activates the non-required response (Ridderinkhof,
2002) and on a proportion of trials, this rapid activation results in
quantifiable muscle contractions (Hasbroucq et al., 1999). Later during
the reaction time interval, the activation of the required response re-
places this initial incorrect activation and this process is reflected by a
diminution of the frequency of incorrect activations for incongruent
trials.

Neither STN DBS nor medication significantly affected the fre-
quency of incorrect activations, suggesting that impulse expression or
response capture is little affected by these treatments. There was a non-
significant trend for STN DBS to increase the number of incorrect ac-
tivations. Importantly, this trend was present for both congruent and
incongruent trials and examination of the EMG-Conditional Accuracy
Functions further revealed that this trend was consistent across the
entire reaction time distribution. Such a pattern suggests that this in-
crease is not indexing a stronger response capture, but more likely an
increased motor noise. The increase in fast overt errors for incongruent
associations caused by STN DBS seems therefore essentially due to
impaired impulse correction. This interpretation was confirmed by
analyzing the correction ratio, which is the ratio between the number of
partial EMG errors and the total number of incorrect activations. Both
medication and STN DBS decreased the correction ratio, demonstrating
that the two treatments impair the patients' ability to suppress impulses
before they provoke overt errors. Congruency interacted neither with
medication nor with STN DBS, which suggests that the impairment is
relative to both internally and externally triggered impulses and is
therefore not related to impulse capture. The only measurable effect of
medication on impulsivity is hence attributable to impaired impulse
suppression. Similarly, the major effect of STN DBS on action im-
pulsivity seems linked to reduced impulse suppression rather than to
increased impulse expression or response capture. This conclusion may
seem at odd with that of Wylie et al. (2010). Indeed, based on dis-
tribution analysis of overt behavior that indicated reduced interference
for slower responses, they concluded that STN DBS would improve
rather than impair impulse suppression. It is important to note that this
discrepancy is not due to incompatible results: the present reaction time
data do replicate the patterns reported by Wylie et al. (see our Figs. 4
and 5, and Figs. 3 and 4 of Wylie et al.). The interpretation differences
stem from the different markers used. Following the propositions of
Ridderinkhof (2002), Wylie et al. used the shape of the delta-plots (see
Fig. 5) to infer the strength of the suppression. Although some argu-
ments exist for a link between the delta-plots shape and incorrect re-
sponse suppression (e.g. Forstmann et al., 2008), delta-plots are at best
a proxy for the suppression mechanism. In contrast, here we used a
more direct measure of incorrect response correction, through the
correction ratio and the comparison between Conditional Accuracy
Functions and EMG-Conditional Accuracy Functions. The presence of
partial errors and negative-going delta-plot slopes have been linked
empirically (Burle et al., 2002, 2014), but the exact nature of this link
still need to be clarified theoretically. Recent modeling work suggests

that the shape of the delta-plots is linked to the strength and duration of
the automatic response capture (Ulrich et al., 2015), but one still need
to formalize the triadic link between response capture, partial errors,
and delta-plots (see Servant et al., 2016 for an attempt).

While that both dopaminergic Medication and STN DBS modify the
processes implemented through the indirect pathway of the basal
ganglia and have synergistic influences, evidence suggests that the two
treatments may affect different subfunctions. Dopamine seems involved
in the processing of positive and negative decision outcomes and STN
DBS would alter ability to solve response conflict (Frank et al., 2007;
Jahanshahi et al., 2015). In the present study, the additive effects of the
two treatments on the chronometric variables may support this inter-
pretation. However, correction ratio analysis revealed that both medi-
cation and STN DBS impair impulse suppression, thereby demonstrating
that the two treatments have a common functional locus despite their
additive effects.

As a matter of fact, current interpretations of additive effects rely on
a rule of a thumb consisting in reversing the logical premise according
to which “if two manipulations selectively influence two different
process, they will have additive effects” into: “if two manipulations
display additive effects then each manipulation affect a different pro-
cesses”. The present results illustrate the hazard of reversing the ori-
ginal logical premise when interpreting the joint effects of two ma-
nipulations.

4.3. Relation to drift diffusion models

Formal models of decision making in relation with basal ganglia
functioning (Wiecki and Frank, 2013) have suggested that STN DBS
lowers the response threshold, hence inducing a speed-accuracy trade-
off. Such models, based on the standard “drift diffusion model”, cannot
account for the dynamics observed during conflict tasks (Hübner et al.,
2010; White et al., 2011; Ulrich et al., 2015), nor for the presence of
partial errors (Servant et al., 2015). To account for partial errors,
Servant et al. (2015) introduced the notion of two thresholds: one to
trigger EMG activity, and one for the mechanical, overt, response.
Owing Servant et al. (2015), the pre-motor and the incorrect activations
rate reflect the level of the first threshold (called EMG-threshold),
whereas motor reflect the level of the second one (called “mechanical
threshold”). The interval between the two thresholds allows for cor-
rection to occur. How to interpret the present results within this fra-
mework? In agreement with Wiecki and Frank (2013), both STN DBS
and medication lower the mechanical threshold (shorter reaction
times). However, while medication does not seem to affect the EMG-
threshold (similar pre-motor times and incorrect activations rates), STN
DBS also lowers this threshold (shorter pre-motor times and slightly
increased incorrect activations rate). The effect of STN DBS on EMG-
threshold may seem at odd with the similar EMG-Conditional Accuracy
Functions depicted on Fig. 4. However, patients tended to make more
incorrect activations when STN DBS was on, but this effect was not
modulated by congruency. Furthermore, the effect of STN DBS on pre-
motor time was small. Hence, the impact of this lowering was likely
tiny, making it less reliable, and it affected the whole distribution, ir-
respective of time, of both congruent and incongruent trials. The lesser
effect of STN DBS on the “EMG-threshold” in comparison with its effect
on the “mechanical threshold” is responsible of a reduction of the dis-
tance between these two thresholds, leaving less time for correction to
occur. This explains that STN DBS impairs suppression process as it has
less time to occur.

Recent neurophysiological data support the notion that STN plays a
key role in regulating response threshold. Herz et al. have shown that
the modulation of oscillatory activities in the low frequency and beta
range within the STN correlate with speed-accuracy adjustments (Herz
et al., 2017). More precisely, increases of STN low frequency oscilla-
tions signal seem to increase response threshold while cue-induced
reductions of STN beta power signal decreased it (irrespective of
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instructions). Each of these oscillations were phase-locked with dif-
ferent cortical regions activity: STN Low frequency oscillations coupled
with the Prefrontal cortex (i.e. to the hyper direct pathway) whereas
STN beta power was linked to the motor cortex (i.e. to the indirect
pathway). Besides, both STN DBS and dopamine are known to reduce
beta oscillations in the STN (Eusebio et al., 2011). From these results,
the present data allow us to conjecture that decreased Beta power in-
duced by both STN DBS and dopaminergic treatment could explain the
lowering of the overt response threshold via their action on the indirect
pathway. In addition, by superimposing a highly organized activity,
STN DBS might further prevent the up modulation of low frequency
oscillations thereby lowering EMG-thresholds.

In conclusion, although STN DBS and dopaminergic treatment
dramatically improve motor symptoms in PD, our study shows that
these therapeutics play a negative role on performance in terms of ac-
curacy. By operationalizing the two components of impulsivity as de-
fined by DeYoung (2011), we were able to dissociate the effect of STN
DBS and dopaminergic treatment on impulses’ activation and suppres-
sion in PD, without relying on the model of Ridderinkhof. STN DBS
impairs the patient's capacity to suppress ongoing but erroneous action
tendencies and caused the muscular expression of fast incorrect im-
pulses. Dopaminergic treatment only impairs the capacity to suppress
incorrect impulses, without interfering with the STN DBS effect. The
overall pattern of results hence fit with the notion that both medication
and STN DBS affect the mechanical threshold (see Wiecki and Frank,
2013), but that only STN DBS lowers the EMG-threshold.
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